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Season’s Greetings
From
The Secret Handshake
On behalf of bill bissette, myself and the rest of our staff
we would like to extend warm holiday wishes to all our
members and those who know us through our
newsletter.
It has been a very successful year. Our subscribers
continue to grow to now 145 e-clients representing the
mental health and the literary communities.
The newsletter keeps on growing in content. Three years
ago when we launched the newsletter it was a modest 9
pages. It has now grown to approximately 30 pages on
average. This issue is 47 pages long.
We look forward to serving you in 2020.
Cordially yours,
Michael Alzamora, The Friendly Voice editor.
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Group Therapy for Schizophrenia
Edited by Michael Alzamora
Many people with Schizophrenia have been treated in groups since the method was introduced early in
the last century. Lazell (1921) was the first to report a special therapeutic advantage in group therapy
for schizophrenia patients, and over the years, other authors have reported success with the group
method, with some claiming that this is the preferable way to treat schizophrenia.
Various advantages for group therapy have been cited. Researches have noted that providing socializing
experiences for patients tends to diminish anxiety, improve reality testing, increase self-esteem, and
reduce necessity for hospitalization. Others have suggested that group-treated patients take neuroleptic
drugs more consistently, but this has not been verified in controlled studies with urine or blood level
determinations.

The plans for aftercare should begin before the patient's discharge from the hospital. Continuity of care
is very important. Since it is usually not possible for a patient to have the same therapist during both
inpatient and outpatient care, his or her hospital therapist should acquaint the patient with what to
expect after discharge. The patient should be given a specific appointment within 2 weeks of release
from the hospital.

Patients who have had no previous group experience and patients who have had a prior upsetting
experience, perhaps with an inpatient group, require a thorough explanation of outpatient groups. This
explanation may entail several visits and should be presented by a therapist who is himself fully
acquainted with the value of the group approach. If the patient or family is resistant, the group should
not be forced on them. Too often, in a busy clinic with a low staff/patient ratio, the patient and his
family gain the impression that group therapy is stressed because there are not enough therapists to "go
around."

The "go around" is a simple but time-tested method to get people to talk. The therapist asks each
member to give his opinion on a particular subject. Often the go around stimulates interaction among
group members, who comment on each other's comments. The fact that group treatment is a unique
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experience-one that seems to provide some things that individual therapy does not-is the aspect that
should be stressed. Therapists with different backgrounds in psychodynamic theory may interpret group
behavior in different ways.

Good results have been obtained by therapists using vastly different theoretical rationales and even by
therapists with little theoretical training beyond their supervised experience. In using group therapy
with people with schizophrenia, one should remember that the process of interaction is more important
than the content, however rich the content seem in material for analysis.
Recently there have been reports of comparisons of the efficacy of group and individual treatments.
Actually, the concept of group versus individual treatment implies a conflict, whereas in fact the two
approaches are complementary, as we will show further on. To demonstrate that group therapy is
indeed an effective approach, however, a comparison with standard individual therapy is unavoidable.
Comprehensive treatment programs for individuals with schizophrenia usually include a variety of
groups, many of which have concrete tasks as a focus: medication management, social skills training,
meal preparation, etc. These groups can simultaneously serve more general rehabilitative purposes if
leaders apply principles of group leadership which recognize the neuropathological substrate of
schizophrenia and which take into account the specific interpersonal characteristics and needs of
individuals who have the illness. A framework is presented with leading task-oriented groups for
individuals with schizophrenia and give examples from a medication group in a psychosocial
rehabilitation program.

Benefits of Group Therapy for Mental Health Treatment
Being part of a group can offer insights that you may be too close to your situation to see. Discover why
participating could be a helpful type of treatment for you.
At first, the idea of participating in group therapy might seem intimidating. Who wants to share their
story with strangers? But group therapy, in which one or more psychologists lead a group of 5 to 15
people, can be very beneficial. In fact, "participants are often surprised by how rewarding their
experience can be," says Ben Johnson, PhD, ABPP, a clinical psychologist, director of Rhode Island
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Cognitive Behavioral Therapy and Coaching, and a clinical assistant professor at the Warren Albert
Medical School of Brown University in Providence, R.I. “I’m a big fan of group therapy.”

Patti Cox, PhD, CGP, in private practice in New York and president of the Eastern Group Psychotherapy
Society, a regional affiliate of the American Group Psychotherapy Association, says anyone can benefit
from group therapy “What’s important is to be in the right group at the right time,” she says. “An acute
crisis is not the best time to start group therapy because your needs are so great.”
Groups generally meet once or twice a week for 90 minutes to two hours. How much people want to
reveal about themselves is very individual, but there's security in knowing that what’s said in group,
stays in group.
Groups provide support. Hearing from others with similar issues helps you see that you’re not alone in
having challenges, whether you're grappling with panic attacks, depression, or another mental health
issue, Johnson says. Many people experience a sense of relief.
Groups provide a sounding board. If, for example, you talk about a fight you had with your partner,
group members can see things in the way you present it that you don’t. “Hearing from other people
about how you come across can be very powerful,” Johnson says. “You get a wider range of perspectives
on your situation, and that can help you deal with your problems better.”
Groups can propel you forward. Hearing how other members successfully overcame their fear of flying
or how they confronted a family member over drug abuse can be very encouraging. “Patients often push
themselves harder when they see what others are doing,” Johnson says.
Groups promote social skills. “Groups not only help to ease that sense of isolation, but also give the
opportunity to practice re-engaging with people,” Johnson says. By participating in a group, you see that
you can get along with others.
Group therapy costs less than individual counseling. Some people believe that, because group

therapy costs less, it’s not as good, but "that's not the case at all," Cox says. "Group therapy can
be incredibly powerful.”
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Groups teach you about yourself. “Every person in the group holds up a mirror and you get to see

yourself through their eyes,” Cox says. It’s a way of uncovering the blind spots that may be
blocking your ability to overcome your issues.

Sharing Can Be Healing
Like many people, Traci Barr, 51, of Greenville, S.C., who was diagnosed with bipolar disorder as a teen, was
skeptical that she could benefit from a group. However, three years ago, Barr went into group therapy while
recovering in the hospital.
“I had a much more open mind to it because, at that point, I had nothing left to lose,” she says. “I was going to do
whatever the doctors told me, and doctors told me I would benefit from group therapy.”
Right away, though, Barr found that the suggestions the group offered were exactly what she needed.
“The group helped me most with coping skills,” she says. “I learned very simple and very effective things — such as
what boundaries are and not to allow things in my life that were not good for my manic side.” Barr also found that
sharing her story with others was “very meaningful and very healing.”
The group experience, Barr says, “definitely helped me over the hump.” From there, she says, it was a matter of
building on small victories — going from being unable to do laundry to launching a new career as a chef and now
being able to make presentations about healthy eating in front of large crowds.
How to Get the Most from Group
Try these steps to maximize group therapy:
Take a pledge. Each group should have participants sign a contract that spells out what’s expected of them, Cox
says. Knowing this can help you overcome any fears about participating.
Participate. You might have days when you don’t feel like talking, and that’s fine, Cox says, but the more you
contribute, the more you'll get out of it.
Share. Your experiences might be meaningful to someone else, and you'll find that helping others helps you, too.
Sources: citeseerx.ist.psu.edu | everydayhealth.com | link.springer.com | psycnet.apa.org
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Mosul, Child and Bicycle
By Karen Mulhallen
In the right foreground, a child rides his bicycle
moving from left to right across the frame.
He is pedaling, standing up over its black seat.
Arms on the handlebars, over a red t-shirt
he wears a black and grey hoodie.
Yet the rubble, piled on the ground
on the right side of the silver bicycle
in the forefront of the photograph,
suggests this is not just a child,
a little boy on his bicycle taking a leisurely
afternoon bike ride.
The little boy looks toward the camera,
looks toward the unseen photographer.
Above his head, suspended like an angel,
like a hovering cherub,
is a black car with silver tire rims,
pointed in the same direction as the bicycle.
The car is driverless.
Where have the passengers and its driver gone?
Are they in the mosque praying, are they taking shelter,
are they looking out from the famous leaning minaret?
Behind the airborne car, in the middle ground of the picture,
is an orange car, pointed in the opposite direction,
its trunk collapsed with rubble, its roof open
above the driver’s seat below, its glass windows vanished,
resting on its tire rims, aslant the stone heaped remains
of somebody’s home in the old city of Mosul.
Leaning in an open doorway is a collapsed window frame,
nearer the boy on the ground is a green and white patchwork quilt.
Where is the family who fled the scene
leaving a family treasure, the grandmother’s quilt,
behind in the rubble?
Where is the family the little boy pedals toward,
or is he simply running away from the helicopters
and the shelling and the car bombs and the troops,
those Iraqui forces liberating the Old City?
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Is he running toward his family,
and all the hundreds of thousands, and thousands,
and thousands of families who flee the muddy streets
in search of water, of food, of unshelled shelter?
Is he running from the snipers and suicide bombers?
Is he pedaling away from the stench of the decaying bodies
left to rot in the blazing sun?
The famous leaning minaret is gone now, reduced to a stump
with the Grand Al-Nuri Mosque.
Looking at the camera does the little boy wonder
if the camera is a gun, if this is his own final moment?
In the background, the world is all collapsed grey stone,
remnants of dwellings, here, a window, there, a roof,
here, an elegant fan light, there, what was once
a hopeful pale green plastered façade.
I sat in my home on a Monday morning, drinking a cup of coffee.
It was early morning, almost spring, and the light,
although from the west, was already, almost improbably, strong,
spreading evenly across my newspaper, and the little boy on his silver bicycle
lying on the pink rose aurora Italian Carrera marble dining room table.
Not the light in the photograph of the little boy in Mosul
pedaling his bike through the wreckage of his home town.
The view out of my western window was of my neighbours’
green swards, tidy facades, proudly tended front gardens,
and two or three little dogs taking their morning walks
their owners safely tethered to the ends of their leashes.
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Saint John on Patmos
By Karen Mulhallen
Pieter Bruegel, landsman,
my grandfather, a family legend,
a kind of a god, never came to Patmos,
never watched the sea of humanity desperate
bobbing in the lovely tempestuous Aegean
but I Jan was there.
His world was the land
in all its richness, the celebrations
of passages, the seasons, human life,
his angels fell from heaven rebellious.
And I think of them, rebels
thrown out of heaven.
I think of Icarus,
but surely it was Daedalus
falling from the sky, those tiny legs
poke from the sea
as the rest continue their daily round.
Meanwhile, the skeletons of a defeated army
fill the foreign ground.
Sometimes he enjoyed a late summer day
some peasants resting askew beneath a tree
others harvesting a field of gold.
He knew darkness
and he knew beauty,
human transience and frailty.
But there’s a man in a cave writing—
he’s looking out over the water—
the water turbulent and populated—
boats everywhere bobbing and sinking
and the waves are rushing higher
higher as more and more people
take to the waves and
the sky changes constantly—
dark light dark light—
there are sprays of light lightening
the sound of thunder
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but he continues to write in the cave—
you can’t see him but he’s there
What does he write with?
What does he write on?
What does he write?
Out there are islands
too many names to list
and people looking for shelter
making for shore
many die as he continues
to write—
The rains come down,
heavens, flooding picturesque Symi,
pouring on delicious Panormitis,
threatening Kos, shaking Rhodos
and the Turkish coast—
but the man in the cave is focused,
perhaps for eternity
he thinks of the future
not the drownings in the great ocean
not the dead in the wave-washed caves of Symi,
not the fleeing searching
for a new place, for shelter.
He is writing in a book of life—
He is writing in the book of life—
Soon four men on horseback will appear—
miraculously—
and then a woman, clothed in the sun—
He can’t see her step out of the sun,
emerge from the waves,
her dress wrapped about her waist.
A man, a stranger, comes down the beach toward her
in the surf, offering a bunch of grapes—
but that’s another narrative, altogether.
Instead, the man in the cave lives the book he writes, waiting
waiting for that lift up out of turmoil
out of the ocean full of boats,
full of humans, reaching,
like the man in the cave
for another shore.
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The House That Jack Built:
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder,
A Brief History
By Karen Mulhallen
Two beautiful, red-haired women walk toward us,
smiling down a country road, near Calgary, Alberta.
Each holds a hand of a rambunctious four-year old boy.

He wears a blue Superman t-shirt and leans toward the right
straining between the hands of his mother on his right
and his grandmother on his left.

The women are animated, engaged, one smiles
at the little boy, the younger woman looks toward the older.
Each is fashionably dressed, tall, slender in blue jeans.

The grandmother wears a grey long-sleeved cowl-necked sweater
and a padded sleeveless grey zippered vest. Her daughter wears a
black long-sleeved black sweater, with peek- a- boo shoulders.

Over her right shoulder is slung a purse, on a gold metal chain.
The little boy, eyelids almost closed, tongue protruding, strains
forward into another space against the hands which hold him,

Beyond the trio, fields of grain, like the chain on the mother’s
purse, shimmer in the afternoon light.
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The little boy’s beautiful long red-haired, long-legged
young mother fell in and out of violent relationships.
She became addicted to oxycodone and to heroin.

The little boy is from her second marriage.
His twelve year old half- sister is also under scrutiny.

The beautiful smiling woman on the right of the photograph
is a retired member of the Canadian Military.
Her father was a military man, a stoic.

He refused to discuss his postings to Germany and to Cyprus.
I know he loved me, she says, but he never showed it.

Her cold relationship with her father is one she also forged
with her own children. She was a single mother.

In 1998 her mission was to analyse the dental remains of victims
of Swissair Flight 111, smashed into the Atlantic Ocean,
a few kilometres from Peggy’s Cove, Nova Scotia, Canada,
killing all 229 victims aboard.

After each grisly long day at the morgue, she would go home
have a hot bath and weep. She was single and her daughter was only ten,
but she says she just checked out as a mother.

I love my children, she says, but I didn’t know
how to feel. I was cold; I had no emotion.
and if I did it was anger.

After diagnosis for post-traumatic stress disorder,
she was medically released from the military in 2010.
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Now she suspects that her children and her grandchildren
suffer from vicarious trauma, a deep psychological wound
mimicking her own PTSD.

The military acknowledges this growing problem
of vicarious trauma as new generations struggle
with their parents’ multiple deployments to Afghanistan,
longest war in Canadian history.

Children are becoming depressed,
suicidal, disrespectful of authority,
angry inside and not able to say why.

The beautiful red-haired woman in the padded vest looks
at her grandson, at her daughter, at herself,
at their harrowing capacity for rages,

at the blood’s capacity to convey
through the generations, through the innocent,
through the inexperienced,

experience itself,
and the frustrating cry,
the battle, the struggle to heal.

Karen Mulhallen will be reading at The Secret Handshake on Sunday, December 15, 2019
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HAPPENINGS
By Carrie-Anne Zronik
Beginnings of lightning as we
Feel the crashing down as if resurrecting
The pieces that once sat within our soul
Pieces of what we once were and who we have become and yet beyond the yonder
Of small steps into the moonlight
Darkness falls
And evokes electricity of the heart that once saw its soul beyond
The shadows and glimpses of light
Appear
In condensing memories
Future and past combined
Present tornados will surpass
When we leave the past as a memory and
A smile or a tear
Distance isn’t that far from our being
It is always there when we make a border to our hearts
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Light and darkness may collide but
Truth to ourselves will never subside
And glimpses beyond
Life’s twisting ride
Swirls of fate
Or that of change can mend our
Journey here remain
forever and
There will lie within
Fear of nights
That make us tremble
Move beyond as our hearts surrender
To the knowing and unknowing
The great defender of ego
Separating from
What we think and what we know
Sure or unsure of the journey we will go
That light within the
Crumbling soul
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Awakens beyond the
Truth
Will show us who we are is
Leading to the lessons of our purpose
And there we hold all those dreams
Even in the darkest nights
There will be days that turn to bright
If you let your heart take flight
And move beyond fear
And fly to the beyond
Within.

Carrie-Anne Zronik will be reading at The Secret Handshake on Sunday, December 15, 2019.
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Can't Chaos Love
By Kayla Cowan
at the heat of his hands
a current pulls her in
all the way in
hymnal thighs purr
a succulent hymn
"Come in
come in."
wild wire roses curl
at the heat of his hands
she can't stand
she can't tell
under chemical spell
is she?
is he?
the one
the one they can't stand
stand to be
be without?
buzzing bodies aligned
tremble until tangled
swelled fevered and drugged
can't chaos love
still-- she hums
will the heat of his hands
release screams unsung?
will his sharp sugar tongue
sweeten what stung?
"Come in
come in."
a succulent hymn
hums
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she can't stand
she can't tell
under chemical spell
at the heat of his hands
a current pulls her in
all the way in
cheek to cheek
pulling her weight
blindfold escape
liquored lips
hungry grip
handcuffed hands
live on hips
she can't stand
she can't tell
under chemical spell
is she?
is he?
the one
the one they can't stand
stand to be
be without?=
her honey gold runs
hymnal thighs purr
a succulent hymn
"Come in
come in
let me be carried
before I am buried."
buzzing bodies aligned
tremble until tangled
swelled fevered and drugged
can't chaos love
may she ride in paradise
drifting on the rhythm of his highs and lows
at the heat of his hands
a current pulls her in
all the way in
at the heat of his hands
she hums,
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"Consume my black cherry heart."
viscous honey gold
drips in the dark
hymnal thighs purr
a succulent hymn
"Come in
come in
let me be carried
before I’m buried.
buzzing bodies aligned
tremble until tangled
swelled fevered and drugged
can't chaos love
she can't stand
she can't tell
under chemical spell
is she?
is he?
the one
the one they can't stand
stand to be
be without?
at the heat of his hands
her honey gold runs
hymnal thighs purr
a succulent hymn
"Come in
come in."
she hums
she hums
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Whiskey in the Water
By Kayla Cowan
father taught her
to mix the whiskey
in the water
turns out
she's her father's daughter
WAIT
before you speak
love her out loud
or leave her in peace
a girl on the rye
goin' steady on anxiety high
gambles with her brain
taunting.xx.teasing
playing truth or dare games
forced to grow
she began to burn
her house of shame
father taught her
to mix the whiskey
in the water
turns out
she's her father's daughter
Father taught her
anger estranges love
screaming a language nobody speaks
she began to burn
punishment unlearned
lower your rage to be right
inhale grief
WAIT
exhale peace
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black clouds disperse
Tonglen release
dancing her tales
too deadly to keep
WAIT
before you speak
love her out loud
or leave her in peace
father taught her
to mix the whiskey
in the water
seeing red
feeling fright
a carrier of his anger
an heiress to his knife
conflicted
she bled her violent red
'till she turned blue
with nothing to prove
a girl on the rye
began to ignite
turns out
she's her father's daughter
turns out
she dances in violet light
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Crazy Wears the Crown
By Kayla Cowan
If they’re looking at you
with accusing stare
don't give up kid
reclaim yourself
give them so
allow authentic reality
now crazy wears the crown

Before you choke
stay woke
stir up dormant hope
empathy empowers
what the enEMy devours
if the hateful eye blinked
it would go blind
The audience gawks
screeching out squawks
dripping with envy
for the wild child
defines
dignified daring design
If they’re looking at you
with attitude
don't give up kid
reclaim yourself
give them something to look at
allow authentic reality
now crazy wears the crown

No!-- we're not entertaining you
we've just learned to rise above the blues
No!-- this isn't for you
we just know
what it is to live just to lose
No!-- we don't need an excuse
don't you get it?
we're never coming down!
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we've outgrown the bully
now crazy wears the crown

Society, teachers, doctors, family, lovers, friends..
the list doesn't end
they expect us to develop the stamina
to dodge the stigma we didn't create
"Toughen up,." they say
No wait!
"Tone it down." They say
"Which one is it? We Can't figure it out!."
so they congregate
while we resist
we drug
we hide
we die
a little more inside
Pause my deemed "crazy" loves
it's not you
it's not me
it's them
allow your authentic reality
it's not you
it's not me
it's them
heal
transcend
Don't you get it?
no one is immune to the bully contagion
it's in us!
self-stigma paid a painful visit
we're healing it for? free
don't you get it?
we're inviting you to heal too
open your heart
release the rot
don't you get it?
we're giving you a taste of our sweet self-love
are you thirsty?
we saved you a cup
it’s time to come down
let’s have ourselves a trade
now crazy wears the crown
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Forgiven Fists Flourish Flowers
By Kayla Cowan
Forget getting even
get curious
Who
is in need
of who?
the key to inner peace
Amaze yourself
with what you produce
courageous contagious love
You
are living proof
You
are your power to pause
Palm to heart
calm the chaos
pumping for purpose
deathly nervous
anatomical fists break free from our chests
we found what we weren’t looking for
Forget furious
stay curious
courageous contagious love
nourishes what we devoured
forgiven fists flourish flowers

Joker of the Jugular
By Kayla Cowan
depression is a
joker of the jugular
maddening laughter
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Possessor of the Music Beyond the Static
By Kayla Cowan
possessor of the music beyond the static
channels a disconnect from the prison of his body
exorcising himself back
to the freedom of the dancefloor
under trance-like determination
his heart is restored
illuminating a salt lamp glow
he honors the invitation to dance
as a potential final chance
to live
while we’re living
dissociated from the rest
exalted on pleasures high
he is held by altruistic spirits
breathing ecstasy into sporadic limbs
rhythmically elevated
he teaches
without lesson
his decision to take action
gives him traction to become
a dancer entering the ethers
possessor of the music beyond the static
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Homesick for a Stranger
By Kayla Cowan
her mind can't decide
"Do I wanna cum
or do I wanna cry?"
her mind can't decide
"Let myself love
or let myself die?"
her mind can't decide
"Sleep and exhume silent screams-or resist rest?"
her mind can't decide
her remains remain undressed
she's homesick for a stranger
with arms thrown around her
kiss her wound for wound
a peace offering
drunk drifting
in the neon nectar of the moon
she's homesick for a stranger
with arms thrown around her
pull her in
let her know
you know
she's required
drunk drifting
none the wiser
feed the fire
pull her in
let her know
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you know
she's required
dare to evict her demons
but who will be here
when you leave?
are you as real
as you're alive?
pull her in
let her know
her paranoia
doesn't decide
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Live Off of Song
By Kayla Cowan
Songs speak our stories
before we have the words
before we knew each other
we perched on the verse
before we belonged
we lived off of song
our blues covered the cost
what could go wrong?
Time takes what we planned
fists fight to forget
what we don't understand
Singing into our night
illuminates the lost
we live off of song
our blues cover the cost
Time took what we planned
Love
couldn't keep us long
Living off of song
what could go wrong?
Before we gave up
we ignited!
Singing into our night
broken is how we open
like the moon
Love
is a shape-shifter
like the moon
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Love
is a time-traveler
Living off of song
what could go wrong?
before you give up
sing into our night
Live to forget
the fight
.xx.
the fight
of being right
unite with the lost
our blues cover the cost
what could go wrong?
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Serpentwithfeet.xx.the Queer + Divine
By Kayla Cowan
He exhales empathy through mesh wings
bleeding glitter into us wounded babes below
levitating our limbs
His hymns secrete into our ears
our fears pierce the stars
He cries at the unraveling of who we are
safe + held by his song
we climb inside each other's broken hearts
bleeding + belonging
healing + battling
emotional storms
serpentwithfeet.xx.the Queer + Divine
in loving gospel rhyme
hurls our internal stigma asunder
nourishing our cuts
pouring us a cup
elixir fix.xx.
a slow syrup
Dear,
serpentwithfeet the queer + divine
help us to learn
what we deserve
serpentwithfeet the queer + divine
help us to soar
before we swerve
into the traffic of our minds
Heavy hearts anchor and echo:
"If they love us,
they will hunt us."
we the known for suicidal scares
hang ourselves on the sex in the air
indifferent lovers stall by the exit + stare
serpentwithfeet the queer + divine
we have been denied
today we decide
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to inhale your empathy exchange
tease us out
love,
your wounded babes
aka
the deadly devout

Kayla Cowan aka Poetic bones of a girl will be reading at The Secret Handshake on Sunday,
December 15, 2019. Follow her on Instagram @poeticbonesofagirl
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bill
By Pete Dako
Tell me one more time,
About the ways it was,
How things used to be,
When buzzards really BUZZED

Tell me one of your tall tales,
Make it a Whopper! Save the whales!
We'll dance down seven happy trails,
As happy as dogs with two tails.

If we talked to the animals,
Just what would they say?
Turn the fans on when you go:
“Lightning Magick Rainbows”

Then when we've all had our fill,
We'll say bye bye to our boy Bill,
Tho of course he'll stay with us 'til,
Deep Waters Run Still!
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Old Songs Sung New
By Pete Dako
Take Me Back to the place where I first met you
New Songs Sung Old and Old Songs Sung New
Once Upon a Time is a good place to start
Tell me your Story and Open your heart
Sitting round wondering just what to do
New Songs Sung Old and Old Songs Sung New
When you’re tired and you’ve broken your lucky horseshoe
New Songs Sung Old and Old Songs Sung New
Life is so daily, Life’s so day to day
It’s all in the delivery as the mailman would say
When Love’s far away so far from you
New Songs Sung Old and Old Songs Sung New
I’m on the outside and I’m lookin’ in
So many beautiful places we’ve been
How’d you like to go back there again?
You know it’s so easy to do it my friend
All you gotta do, all you gottta do Öis sing
New Songs Sung Old and Old Songs Sung New
So much just depends upon your point of view
New Songs Sung Old and Old Songs Sung New
Beauty so beautiful like a diamond does shine
Memories reflecting in a bottle of wine
Take Me Back to the place where I first met you
New Songs Sung Old and Old Songs Sung New
New Songs Sung Old and Old Songs Sung New
©PETE DAKO

Pete Dako will be reading at The Secret Handshake on Sunday, December 15, 2019
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kein bedauern, kojote
By Brad Casey
there are stones
in the Elbe river
that mark historic
droughts, they’re called
hunger stones. one of them,
now visible, reads:
wenn du mich siehst,
dann weine
which means: if you
see me, weep
from the open
window, the city
sound like spinning
plates, an asteroid
called 2019 OK
passed between
the earth and
the moon yesterday
in the morning
I’m listening to Joni
Mitchell sing “why’d you
have to get so drunk
and lead me
on that way”
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blue crime
By Brad Casey
the notre dame cathedral is burning
and I’m sitting next to you
you sigh
and the notre dame cathedral is burning
you whisper something in german
that I barely understand
and I sigh
the cello and the church bells
and I’m sitting next to you
the room getting darker
your face in candle light
the flame
the notre dame cathedral is burning
will you kiss me?
I barely understand
how I’m sitting next to you
your calloused hands
playing cello all day
you sigh
in german
the notre dame cathedral
still standing
will you kiss me
playing cello all day
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on karl-marx-strasse
By Brad Casey
woman with the mullet
and the bathing suit shirt
the sky never trembles
but it trembles for you
who wouldn’t wear the ring
of your leather collar choker
the strangers you meet all
think your name is Sweetheart
a man in the street says
you look like a pineapple, you love it
and in the forest there’s a clearing
in the clearing is the skeleton of a horse
buried under the emerald of moss
like a bed made of boyfriends
and in its bones, copper
hair still grows like soft st agnes of rome
in the morning sun, sun
bathing, weeping, reading
call me by your name by
André Aciman and oh, oh Oliver
then you spit in the window
of the car that I’m steering
you’re feeling so tender
singing splendour take the wheel
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longing as a sound
By Brad Casey
I know I want you near me
I can feel it inside, buzzing
like the sound of a dozen summer
skateboards rolling down
a stony summer hill

laying in the only square of sun, summer afternoon
By Brad Casey
I’m so starved for love that
I ate a great big burger
and I laid down to rest on
my side and I caressed my
protruding belly which felt
like a pregnant belly and I closed
my eyes and I whispered
like a sigh
“my baby”
and my god
did I feel tender

Brad Casey will be reading at The Secret Handshake on Sunday, December 15, 2019
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A word from Jesse Cohoon from The Toronto Writer’s Collective .
Hello to all of our wonderful facilitators and staff of organizations who host TWC
workshops:
As valued supporters of the Toronto Writers Collective Susan and I want to reach out to thank
you and give you an update on the impact your support has made over the past year in the life
of our organization and the communities we serve.
What we have been doing:
It's been a very busy year! Over this past year, we have held 543 TWC creative writing
workshops at 37 locations for 1205 writers – equaling over 4500 writing experiences. Our
workshops, led by TWC trained facilitators, provided a total of over 1100 volunteer
hours. That represents a growth rate of 170% over 2018. The dedication of all of our
facilitators is valued and appreciated.
Who we serve:
We currently host writing workshops in shelters, treatment and community centers, and public
libraries reaching the homeless, people in recovery from addiction, with mental health
challenges, in conflict with the law, youth at risk, abused women, elders, adult learners, and the
Indigenous, Immigrant, Refugee and 2SLGBTQQIAP communities.
We are training members of the Metropolitan Toronto Movement For Change this weekend
and will be replicating the training of facilitators and development of new groups in Mississauga
in Ottawa January 31-February 2.
We are passionately committed to our mission of encouraging voice to empower the
unheard through our expressive writing workshops. Our new anthology will be released in April
2020 to showcase the talent of the 48 writers engaged in this exciting project.
Measuring our impact:
The Toronto Writers Collective is building healthier communities and a more resilient city one
story at a time. Evaluations of our programs conducted by Dr. McShane, a Clinical Psychologist
at Ryerson University provide evidence-based proof that attendees of TWC workshops
experienced positive changes in the areas of: hope, self-expression, well-being, resilience,
creativity, empowerment, leadership, self-esteem, mood, sense of community, writing skills
and connection.
Growing to meet the demand:
It is not surprising that demand for our workshops continues to grow alongside our impact. As
we expand our program across the GTA and beyond we are working tirelessly to find ways to
support and sustain the important work we do. While our workshops may be led by a roster of
incredible volunteers and offered free to our writers, they are not free to operate. There are
costs associated with training, development, outreach efforts, partnerships and expansion.
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Your support matters!
December 3rd is Giving Tuesday. Following the flurried sales of Black Friday and Cyber Monday
- Giving Tuesday encourages individuals to shift their focus towards community giving.
This year we are launching our first Giving Tuesday campaign with a goal of raising $12,000 to
support the Toronto Writers Collective.
Money raised will fund 2 additional facilitator training weekends - above and beyond our
regular sessions - resulting in 30 new facilitators joining your groups and supporting 10 new
ongoing writing workshops for 2020!
We ask that you consider supporting the Toronto Writers Collective and that you forward along
information about the TWC to those you think might be interested in participating and
supporting the TWC.
How to give:
It’s easy to give to the Toronto Writers Collective through Canada Helps
(www.canadahelps.org/en/charities/the-toronto-writers-collective/), under the Donate tab
at www.torontowriterscollective.ca or by cheque mailed to: 56 Hampton Ave, Toronto, ON M4K
2Y6
Thank you for your consideration! Thank you for your support – Enjoy the holiday season.
We look forward to seeing you soon.

Susan & Jesse
www.torontowriterscollective.ca
Toronto Writers Collective
Registered Charity Number: BN 84705 8831 RR0001
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Toronto Writers Collective
Encouraging Voice, Empowering the Unheard.
The Toronto Writers Collective inspires and empowers the unheard through writing.
The Toronto Writers Collective promotes an inclusive city, celebrates diversity and honours the
lives of all of its citizens. We support the transformational power of being heard.
The Toronto Writers Collective provides free creative writing workshops to those deprived of
voice in our society. Writing with others in an atmosphere of dignity and respect, participants
discover the value of their own stories.
We believe:
• Everyone is a writer, regardless of prior writing experience and formal education;
• Through encouragement and support, people grow as writers;
• In the unique creative genius of every voice;
• Each person’s experience provides a wealth of inspiration as a writer and an artist;
• In creating a non-judgmental, open and respectful community where all writers support
and deeply listen to each other, take risks and grow as writers;
• Each person, through writing, can shape and influence the lives of others; and
• We can achieve social change by offering opportunity and encouragement for all writers,
regardless of race, ethnicity, class, age, gender, sexual orientation or physical ability.
* * * * * * * *
Established as a non-profit corporation in 2012, the Toronto Writers Collective has trained over
160 volunteer writing workshop facilitators in the TWC method, designed specifically to encourage
expression in vulnerable communities. Inspired by the Amherst Writers and Artists Method and its
history of transformational writing, we currently have over twenty writing workshops in shelters,
community centers, and public libraries reaching out to the homeless, people in recover from addiction,
others with mental illness, in conflict with the law, youth at risk, abused women, elders, adult learners
and the Indigenous, Immigrant, Refugee and 2SLGBTQQIA communities. The TWC has facilitated over
2,300 workshops providing over 12,700 writing workshop experiences for more than 1,775 writers from
the communities we serve. We also share the inspiring pieces, written by participants, on the TWC
website and at public events. In 2017, we published our first anthology: Front Lines: Voices from the
Toronto Writers Collective. A second anthology will be released in 2020.

@TorontoWritersC
www.torontowriterscollective.ca
info@torontowriterscollecive.ca

Toronto W riters Collective Registered Charity Number: BN 84705 8831 RR0001
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DECEMBER Schedule for VanDuzer Art
Studio
************************************************

Guatemalan Canadian Artists’ Collective
In 2020, we are starting up a new initiative that enables Canadian artists to travel at low cost
to Guatemala, where they can expand their creative horizons and live communally with other artists —
and perhaps learn to speak a little Spanish!
We are holding an information gathering session:

Monday December 2nd
1:00-2:30pm
Come and see if this venture is the right fit for you!
There will be a screen presentation and a Q&A.
************************************************

Monthly Artists' Meeting
Final details for the art show will be discussed.

Friday, December 6th
12 noon - 1pm
Bring your ideas to the table... or just sit and listen.
Pop and pizza for all who attend!

************************************************

Holiday Art Show & Sale Opening
Thursday, December 12th
3:00 to 6:00 pm
Continues Friday & Saturday
12:00 to 6:00 pm
Food & Refreshments provided.

************************************************

Travelogue on a Break
December is a busy month, so we will not be having the next travelogue presentation until January 10th.
************************************************
Private/closed workshops are shown in CAPITAL LETTERS.
************************************************
Mondays:
9:00am-4:00pm Art Drop-in
4:00-8:00pm Stone-carving with Claire & Sue
Tuesdays:
10:00am-1:00pm Open Art with Tamara
1:00-4:00pm MADISON PAINTING - PRIVATE WORKSHOP
4:00-8:00pm Claywork with Salvador
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Wednesdays:
9:00am-12:00pm STUDIO CLOSED FOR CLEANING
1:30-8:00pm Art Drop-in
Thursdays:
9:00am-8:00pm

Art Drop-in

Fridays:
10:00am-12:00pm Open Art with Tamara
12:00-1:30pm Various Programs
1:30-3:00pm Beading
3:00-4:30pm Calligraphy with Mary
4:30-8:00pm Art Drop-in
Saturdays:
9:00am-8:00pm Art Drop-in
Sundays:
9:00am-12:00pm STUDIO CLOSED FOR CLEANING
1:00-8:00pm Art Drop-in
__________________________________________________________
Regards,
Tamara Wilen
VANDUZER ART STUDIO Coordinator
Eden Community Homes
196 Beverley St.
Toronto, ON M5T 1Z1
647-280-4931
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Don’t forget to visit Our Place Community of Hope
For a good and stimulating time.
1183 Davenport Rd, (63 bus north from Ossington Stn)
416.598.2919
www.ourplacecommunityofhope.com
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Secret Handshake
Monthly Events Calendar
Menu
The second Monday of Every Month
Vois Yoga with
Honey Novick
2 to 3.30 pm

Tuesdays are no longer Peer to Peer Support
For people living with Schizophrenia
Till further notice

Every Wednesday is Now Peer to Peer Support
For people living with Schizophrenia
1 to 4 pm

Every Thursday is Peer to Peer Support
For People Living with Schizophrenia
A very Organic Approach
1 to 5 pm

Every Saturday is
Gallery Drop In Open to Everyone
The Gallery Shows Members and Non-Members
2:30 – 6 pm

The Last Sunday of Every Month Gala
Poets, Singers, Musicians, Dancers
Members and Non-Members
2 to 5 pm
Doors Open at 1:30 pm
The work on view in the Gallery
Is Available by Appointment On All Other Days
416.995.8157
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PEER SUPPORT VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
The Board has expressed the view that the ‘Peer Support’
personnel could be more varied, as that could allow Bill and
Chad some creative time for other projects. In essence the peer
support counselors now themselves need some peer support.
The times allocated for Peer Support are:
Tuesdays
1-4 p.m.
Wednesday 1-4 p.m.
Thursday
1-5 p.m.
If anyone is interested in assisting with Peer Support on the
above noted days and time, please telephone 416-995-8157.
Also, if you are only able to assist occasionally please add your
name to the ‘back-up’ support list.

